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Certain… societies… are…described… as… ‘primitive’… because… ritual… plays… a…
central…role…in…the…culture.…Every…culture…is…dynamic;…changing…over…time…
to…meet…the…times…and…in…the…process…creating…new…meaning.…Roy…Wagner…












static…and…simple.…True,…such…societies…are… less…a… ‘rat…race’… than…a… ‘slow…
stroll’… compared… to… ‘advanced’… societies.…Perhaps… the…description…stems…
from…the…fact…that…societies,…such…as…those…studied…in…Papua…New…Guinea,…
seemed…to…have…remained…largely…unchanged…for…centuries,…or…at…least…as…







is…particularly… true…of… ritual,…which…plays…a…central… role… in… ‘primitive’…
society…and…culture.
… … … … …The…purpose…of… this…paper… is… to…describe…and…discuss…the… ‘dynamic…





Wagner and the Daribi
……………At…the…time…of…writing…Professor…Roy…Wagner,…a…graduate…of…Harvard…
University…and…the…University…of…Chicago,…teaches…in…the…Department…of…
Anthropology… at… the…University… of…Virginia.…Wagner… is… described,…
flamboyantly…in…one…sense,…as…“one…of…anthropology’s…greatest…mavericks”…
(‘The…Logic’)… and… “one… of… the… twentieth… century’s…most… intellectually…
adventurous…anthropologists”…(Wagner,…“An…Anthropology”).…According…to…
his… Wikipedia… profile… he… is… “one… of… the… world’s… most… influential…
anthropologists”,…with… a… number… of… his… concepts,… such… as… symbolic…
anthropology,…being…critical…to…the…development…of…anthropology…in…recent…
Figure…1:…The… island…of…New…Guinea… is…shared…by…Indonesia… (west)…and…the…nation…of…
Papua…New…Guinea… (east).…Steep…mountains… run… from…east… to…west…along… its…centre…
(‘New…Guinea…Highlands’).
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decades… (‘Roy…Wagner’).… It…mentions…his… role… in… the… creation… of…New…
Melanesia…Ethnography,… a… genre…which… “emphasizes… creativity… and…
innovation…in…cultures…and…how…they…understand…the…world”…(ibid.).…In…his…





(‘Roy…Wagner’).… Its…central…premise… is… that…rather… than…culture…shaping…
people,…people…shape…culture…by…constantly…adapting…convention…to…create…
new…meanings.…This…idea…is…central…to…this…short…paper…which…is…based…on…







valleys.…As… such,… it…was… one… of… the… last… areas… to… have… contact…with…




























can…be… treated… as… a…very… large…diverse…pool… of… knowledge,… or…
partially…shared…cluster…of…norms,…or…as… intersubjectively…shared,…
symbolically…created…realities.
Through… these…definitions…we… can…determine… that… culture’s… point… of…
reference…is…social…groups…and…that…members…are…acculturated…within…the…
group…in…an…on-going…and…a…systematic…manner.…Culture…has…‘layers’…from…
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an… invisible… ‘inner…core’…of…assumptions…and…values… through…norms…and…
convention…to…actual…and…visual…behaviours.…It…is…the…invisible…aspects…that…
both…guide…and…interpret…behavior…and…determine…relationships…with…the…
physical… environment.… In… that… these… are… internalized… by… individual…
members…of… cultural…groups,… there…will…be… similarities…and…variations…
among… them.…They…will… allow,… though,… for… relatively…clear…differences…
between…cultural…groups.
Functions and Characteristics of culture
… … … … …At… the… ‘application’… level,…Chen…and…Starosta…describe… ‘culture’… as…














sensed…or…experienced… through… the… five… senses… (sight,… smell,… hearing,…
touch… and… taste)… and… relate… to… the… behavior.…They… are… ‘big’… in… our…
awareness…of… ‘culture’.…Small… ‘c’… refers… to… the… internal…attitudes,…values,…
beliefs…and…so…on…that…both…are…manifested… in…behavior,…but…are… largely…
unconscious.… These… are… ‘small’… in… our… awareness… of… ‘culture’… (see…
discussion…of…‘Models…of…culture’…below).
… … … … …Culture… is… systematic…and… interconnected.…All… cultures…will…have…
systems,… such… as… kinship,… gender… relationships,… religion,… and,… as… is…
discussed… in… this…paper,…systems… for…dealing…with…the…dead.…Changes… in…
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one…system…are…bound…to…have…an…influence…on…other…systems.
… … … … … Culture… is… pervasive… (Braun;… Chen… &… Starosta)… in… that… it… is…
everywhere…and…pervades…both…all… visible… (behavioural)… and… invisible…
(cognitive…and…emotional)…manifestations…of… life.… … It… is… “the…sum…total…of…
human…society…and… its…meanings”… (Chen…&…Starosta27),… but… these…are…
largely…out-of-awareness…to…the…practitioners.…
… … … … …Culture… is…not… ‘nature’… as…much…as… it… is… ‘nurture’.…Neurologically…
humans…are…born…predisposed…to…be…acculturated,…but…they…must…learn…the…
‘rules’…and… ‘ropes’…over…their… lifetime… (Braun;…Chen…&…Starosta)…by…close…
association…with…groups.…
……………Culture…has…been…described…as…an…“adaptation…mechanism”…(Chen…&…
Starosta… 27).… Any… animal… has… behaviours… and… even… rudimentary…






… … … … …Furthermore,…and…most…central… to… this…paper,… culture… is…not…only…
enduring…but… dynamic… and… cumulative.…Changes…will… invariably… and…
necessarily…occur,…at…different…rates…and… for…different…reasons.… It… is…not…
static,… and…any…culture… that… tries… to… remain… so…may…be… subsumed…by…
another… or…may… stagnate… and… collapse.…Culture…may… change… slowly…
because…it…is…figuratively…and…literally…a…‘lifeline’…on…which…members…“share…
an…awareness…of…a…common…past……a…common…present……and…an…awareness…
of…a…common… future”… (Braun12).…Chen…and…Starosta…suggest… four…main…
reasons… for… large-scale… cultural… change,… these… being… technological…




Indeed,… the…most… distinctive… characteristic… of… human… cultural…













which,… though… ‘big’… in… the…senses…and…our…awareness,…are…supported…by…
the…bulk…of…the…iceberg…which…is…invisible…and…less…and…less…in…awareness.…
The…effectiveness…of…the…iceberg…model…is…that…it…expresses…that…the…bulk…








Two…other…models…express… the… levels… of… culture.…The… ‘Layers’…Model…
(Figure…5)…by…Hofstede…and…Hofstede…(21-23)…defines…and…accentuates…the…









perception…based… on… a… comparison… of… the… outer… layers… of… these… two…
models… (the… tip… of… the… iceberg…model)… than… on… the… inner… and…most…




… … … … …McGough,…while…reporting… from…a…traveler’s…perspective,…correctly…
points…out… that… there… is… “a…role…deep-rooted…spiritual…beliefs…play… in… the…
culture”…and…that:
tribal… theology’s… [have]… deep-rooted… fear… of… spirits.…The… exact…
reasons…vary…from…tribe…to…tribe…and…region…to…region,…but…here…in…
the…upcountry…of…Papua…New…Guinea,…tribes…believe…them…to…be…the…





regard… all… illness… or… insanity… as… resulting… from…a… “holding”… or…




in…battle,…or… in… the… forest…and… in…a…manner…where…a…body…could…not…be…
recovered…since…“the…disposition…of…a…ghost…resulting…from…a…“bad”…death…
is…particularly…dangerous”,…and…as…such,…the…death…is…“apt…to…spread…as…a…




when… taking… leave… (e.g.…hugs…or…cheek…kisses,…handshake,…bows,…hand…
waves),… life… ‘landmarks’…such…as…rituals…for…new-borns…(e.g.…Christenings),…












may…be… further…subdivided… into… life-crisis…ceremonies,…which…are…
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performed… at… birth,… puberty,…marriage,… death,… and… so… on,… to…
demarcate… the… passage… from… one… phase… to… another… in… the…
individual’s…life-cycle,…and…rituals of affliction, which are performed 
to placate or exorcise preternatural beings or forces believed to have 
afflicted villagers with illness, bad luck, gynecological troubles, 
severe physical injuries, and the like.…Other… classes… of… rituals…
include… divinatory… rituals;… ceremonies… performed… by… political…
authorities… to…ensure… the…health…and… fertility…of…human…beings,…





‘culture’… as… ‘rituals’… and…places… it… so… close… to… the… core… ‘values’.…They…
describes…their…‘rituals’…levels…as:
collective…activities,… technically… superfluous… to… reaching…desired…
ends,… but…which…within… a… culture… are… considered… as… socially…
essential.…They…are… therefore…carried…out… for… their… own…sake……
Rituals… include…discourse,… the…way… language… is…used… in… text…and…
talk,… in… daily… interaction,… and… in… communicating… beliefs…
(Trompenaars…&…Hampden-Turner…8).
……………As…Wagner…introduces…it,…“The…mourning…of…the…dead…constitutes…the…
most…powerful… ideological…expression… in…Daribi…culture…”,… that… “sounds…
the…emotional…and…meaningful…depths…of…social… ideology”… in…“the… form…of…
an…oppressive…and…repetitive…confrontation…with…the…facts…of…death”…(Habu…
145).… The…Daribi… have… a… very… important,… involved… and… incredibly…
emotionally…and…physically…expressive…mourning…ritual.…It…is…“complicated…




cry’.… It… is…used…during…their…mourning…rituals…predominantly…to… frighten…
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ghosts…(Wagner…Habu…149;…152)…but…it…is…used…at…other…times…also.…Wagner…





… … … … …The…mourning…process… starts… immediately… at… a…person…passing.…
(Author…note:… for…brevity…I…will…describe…only…the…basic… functions…of… the…
major…elements…of… the…rituals…since… in… its…entirety… it… is…very… intricate.)…
After… the…deceased…has…spent…a…certain…period…of… time… lying… in-state… in…
their…main…house…and…the…relatives…have… largely…concluded…their…highly…
emotional…mourning…period,… the…body… is…placed…on…an… ‘exposure…coffin’…





bearers…give…the habu cry…to… frighten…off…the…ghosts…of…any…people…who…
the…decreased… (or…her…husband… if… a…woman)…may…have…killed… in… their…
lifetime.…The…body…will…be…allowed…to…decompose…on…the ku.
… … … … …The… eventual… recovery… of… the… deceased’s… bones… from… the ku 
culminates…in…two…feasts.…First…is…the…yape dagado…(‘removing…the…leaves’)…
(ibid.…149-150)…where…the…bones…are…relocated…to…the…dilibe,…a…small… ‘bone…
house’,… and… the… second… is… the…dili sabo… (‘taking… the…bones’)… (ibid.… 150).…
Preparations… for…the…dili sabo… includes…the…hunting…of… large…numbers…of…
marsupials…and…the…collection…of…vegetable…foods…that…are…shared…mainly…
among…the…clan…members…of…the…decreased.…The…bones…of…the…consumed…
animals…are… then…burned…beneath… the…dilibe… in…an…act…of…placating… the…











… … … … …There…are… instances…of…the habu ritual…being…performed…to,… in… fact,…
attract… the…ghost… of… a…person…who…has…died… ritually…un-mourned… and…
untethered… -… in… the…bush…or… in…a…manner…where…the…body…could…not…be…
recovered… -…back… to… the… family…house.…As…described,… such… free-ranging…
ghosts…can…be…the…cause…of…illness…among…women,…children…and…the…pigs…of…
the…clan.…There…are… lesser…and…more…proper…versions…of… the habu ritual…
depending…on…the…scale…of…the…illness.
Illness of a single child…The…doziano habu is…performed…if…only…one…child…
falls…ill.…It…involves…a…slight…adaptation…to…the…dili sabo…bone-removal…feast.…
In… this…case,… the…marsupials… that…are…killed…are…not…an…offering… to… the…
ghost…to…dissuade…it…from…attacking…children…as…is…the…aim…of…the…dili sabo.…
In…the…doziano habu,…the…blame…for…the…illness…of…the…child…is…assumed…by…
the…marsupials… (as… in…scape-goats),… thus… ‘clearing’… the…offending…ghost…of…
the…blame.…The…animals…are…then…taken…to…the…ill…child…after…a…mock…fight…
between…the…hunters… (habubidi)…and…those…clan…members…who…remained…
in… the…village… (be’habu).…The… contrived…conflict…between… the…hunters…
(habubidi)…and… the…stay-behinds… (be’habu)… is…highlighted… in… the…doziano 
habu.…The…habubidi…represent…the…un-mourned…and…revengeful…ghost…and…
the…be’habu…represent…the…family…of…the…ghost’s…victim.…The…animals…are…
identified…as… the…human…source…of… the… illness,…and…the…child’s…arms…and…
legs…are…covered…in…red…and…yellow…to…drive…the…ghost…away…(ibid.152).…
Multiple illnesses…Any…untethered…and…unmourned…ghost…that…dies…in…the…
bush,… in… this…manifestation…of… the habu ritual,… is… thought… to… turn… into…a…
hogo’bia…bird…that…causes…illness…in…children…and…pigs.…The…hogo’bia…bird,…
the habu cry…and…the…hunting…charm…kerave…plant…are…connected…through…
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myth,… therefore…the…cry…of…a…hogo’bia…bird…within…earshot…of… the…village…
will…result…in…a habu ritual…(ibid.…153-154).…
… … … … …The habu is… the… ritual… that… ends… the… illness… by…mollifying… the…




when…game…has…been…killed.… In…the… latter…case,… it… is…hoped…that… the…un-
mourned…ghost…will…recognize…and…appreciate… that… living…clan…members…
are… actively… intent… on… appeasing… it.…When… sufficient… game…has…been…
collected,…the…hunters…(habubidi)…return…to…the…house…of…the…afflicted.…They…






still… is… ‘on… their… skin’.…To…do… so… they…must…participate… in…a… sumo-like…
wrestling…called…hwebo.…To… further…deflect…blame… for… the… illness…away…
from… the… angry… ghost… and… onto… the… offering… of… animal… proxies,… the…
habubidi…hunters…mock-fight…with… the…be’habu…house-people… for… their…
neglect… of… the… deceased.…Only…men…participate… in… the… actual… hwebo…
fighting,…but…women…heighten…the…emotional…tension…by…antagonizing…the…
habubidi.…Once…cleansed…of… the…ghost… through… the…hwebo,… the…doziano 
habu ritual…ends…with…the…presentation…of… the…game…animals.…The…mock…
rivalry…between…the…habubidi…and…the…be’habu…ends.… It… is…replaced…by…a…
final…act…of…male-female…rivalry…which…represents…what… is… seen…as… the…
natural…balance…in…Daribi…society…(Wagner…Habu…152-161).
Adaptation as a Mocking Ritual
……………As…an…antithesis…of…the…tension,…sorrow…and…almost…violent…nature…of…







daza sabo,… and…give… the habu cry.…The… aim… is,… in… fact,… to… insult… and…
frighten…away…the…ghost…of…the…recently…deceased…enemy…(Wagner…Habu…
150-152).…









men… from…Dobu…demonstrated… their… demands… for… compensation… by…
covering…themselves…with…death-clay…and…wailing…a…death…lament…(Wagner…
Habu…83;…151).
Adaptations as a Military Tactic
… … … … …Warfare… and… violent… conflict…
were…traditionally…and…sadly…still…are…
a… common… (increasingly)… way… to…
settle…an… inter-tribal…dispute,… insult,…




the… PNG… Highlands,… are… famous…
worldwide… (Figure…7).…The…story…of…
how… their… extraordinary… costume…
evolved…has…various…versions…but…all… Figure…7:…Asaro…Mud…Man…(McGough)




appeared… to… their…enemies…covered… in… light-coloured…mud.…The… larger…
tribe… (Nokpa)…fled,… thinking…the…mud…men…were…pale…ghosts…people…they…
had…killed.…McGough…describes…a…reenactment…of… the…event… for… tourists…
(emphasis…added):
sneaky,…stealthy,…“walking…dead”…figures…tip-toe…out…of…the…jungle……
Their…movements were long and deliberate,… like… they…were…
carefully stepping through a room full of tacks or mousetraps.…The…
long,…slender…men…glided forward,…floating…and…rising up and then 
coming down…to…a…crouching…position…with…bent…knees...
National…Geographic…describes…it…as…“moving…like…mechanical…marionettes:…




of… their… appearance…on… their… enemies,…were…using…an…element…of… the…
mourning…ritual…and…the…associated… fear…of…ghosts…as…a…tactical…military…




bereavement”… (Wagner…150)… and… I…have…already…noted… that…power…as…
central… to… expression… and…meaning… in…Daribi… culture… (145).…Wagner…
explains…that…by…drawing…on…this…power…for…another…context…“a…metaphor,…
an… ‘impersonation’”… is… created… that… imbues… the… new… context…with…
“expressive…meaning”… (150).…All… of… these… rituals… and…demonstrations…




… … … … …Firstly,…the habu cry…and…the…saga daza sabo…step-dance…have…been…
appropriated…and…incorporated…into…the…mocking…‘anti-funeral’…bidi nia sai 
/…bidi wia siu…dance.…It…aims…at…humiliating…and…mocking…the…ghost…of…an…
enemy… into… staying… away… instead… of… the… original… intent…which… is… to…
frighten… away… any…ghosts… that…may…have…been…killed… by… a… recently…
deceased…clan…member.…Thus…we…have…the…original…aim…of…the habu cry,…
on…one…hand,…being…used…to…the…benefit…of…the…deceased,…and,…on…the…other…
hand,…being…used… in…a…new…context… to…disrespect…and…down-grade… the…
deceased.
… … … … …Secondly,… in…a…few…brief…examples…provided…by…Wagner,… individuals…
have…adapted…and…used…elements…to…suit…their…own…ends.…The…seven…Dobu…
men…who…demonstrated…over… the…compensation…claims…were…using… the…
mourning… ritual… to… amplify… the… feelings… on… the…matter… in… the…most…
forceful,…expressive…and… ‘meaning…filled’… (as…opposed…to…meaningful)…way…
that…was…know…to…them.…This…is…also…the…case…for…the…man…who…protested…
the…killing…of…his…pig…and…the…two…women…who… intending…to… ‘mourn’… for…
Wagner.… In…both… cases… through… the…mourning… ritual… they…wished… to…
demonstrate…their…attachment…to…and…sense…of…loss…of…the…death…of…the…pig…
and…departure…of…Wagner,…respectively.
… … … … …Finally,… the habu ritual…deals…not…with…death…but…with… the… illness-
causing…ghost…of…an…un-mourned…person.… It…must…be…appeased…so… those…
elements…of…the…dili sabo…mortuary…feast…that…are…most…likely…to…achieve…
that… are… used… anew.… In… the… dili sabo,… the… bones… of… the… sacrificed…
marsupials… are…burned…as… an…offering… to… the…ghost.… In… the habu,… the…
marsupials…are…offered…as…scapegoats…to…take…the…blame…of…the…illness,…not…
the…ghost.
… … … … …Meanings… from… the…Daribi…mourning… ritual… are… ‘cherry-picked’,…
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a…potentially…vindictive…ghost…in…the habu,…and…less…so…in…mocking…another…
in… the… bidi nia sai… dance.…They… can… also… be… appropriated… and…used…
metaphorically…for…more…individual…and…personal…(or…frivolous)…reasons…to…
make… a… point… about… a… sense… of… unfair… or… regrettable… loss,… be… it… of…
compensation,…of…a…pig…or…of…an…anthropologist.
 
Bidi Nia Sai or Bidi Wia Siu 
Anti-Funeral 
 Habu  
Ritual 
      















  Body Decoration   
      
 Saga Daza Sabo 
Military Tactic 










joyous.…They…all… involve… the… treatment…and…display…of… the…deceased… in…
some… fashion,… a… variety… of… steps,… rites… and… rituals,… and… appropriate…
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